NISSAN JUKE ACCESSORIES

Nissan accessories are built to provide personalisation and styling, improve your comfort and driving while meeting the highest quality standard, performance and reliability. Nissan offers accessories to satisfy your every need, giving you a wide choice of innovative products.

NISSAN GENUINE ACCESSORIES
Developed and built specifically for our vehicles, Nissan Genuine Accessories are designed by our own in-house engineers to meet with all relevant Nissan standards. That is why we can offer you a 3 year warranty on all your Juke accessories.*

NISSAN APPROVED ACCESSORIES
Nissan has a selected range of aftermarket products from respected suppliers to expand the product range and improve your satisfaction. Warranty coverage is dependant on the supplier of each product. For further details on Nissan Approved Accessories, please visit your participating Nissan Dealer**.

*For more details on warranty, please head to https://www.nissan.co.uk/ownership/nissan-car-warranties.html
**Illustrations may reflect features that are not available in your country. Please contact your participating Nissan dealer or retailer if you have any questions on colour and equipment combinations.
LOAD IT UP

When the spacious boot of your Nissan Juke isn’t enough, we have a range of roof bars, roof boxes and bike racks to fulfil your needs.

1. **LOAD CARRIER**
   - Aluminium load carrier with Quick Fix - KE730-SP010
   - Add extra storage space in style with this exclusive next-generation load carrier. Quick to fit, developed and tested to the highest standards, it’s made from high-quality aluminium to fit your Juke perfectly.

2. **Ski Carrier**
   - Up to 2 pairs - KS738-50001
   - Up to 4 pairs - KS738-50002
   - 6 Pairs Slidable - KE738-99996
   - This accessory has to be ordered with the T-track: KE737-99932

3. **Bike Carrier**
   - Roof Mounted Bike Carrier - KB738-80010
   - Wheel sizes - up to 3’ fits/36” fits
   - Maximum bike weight - up to 20 kg
   - T-Track adapters (20x20mm) and locks are included.

4. **ROOF BOX**
   - Small Roof Box with Nissan Logo - KE734-380BK
     - Double opening - 380L - 160x80x40 cm
     - 13kg/75kg max
   - Medium Roof Box with Nissan Logo - KE734-480BK
     - Double opening - 480L - 190x80x40 cm
     - 15kg/75kg max

5. **BIKE CARRIER**
   - Roof Mounted Bike Carrier - KB738-80010
   - Wheel sizes - up to 3’ fits/36” fits
   - Maximum bike weight - up to 20 kg
   - T-Track adapters (20x20mm) and locks are included.
PUT IT ALL BEHIND YOU

If you need more space, add a towbar, hook up a trailer or add a bike rack. We’ve got you covered.
IT’S WHAT’S INSIDE THAT COUNTS

From holding your phone to protecting your family, our cabin accessories help to keep you safe on the move.

1. BABY SEAT
   Britax Baby Safe Plus - KS530-99010
   Britax Baby Safe Plus - Isofix base - KS530-99090
   Capacity: up to max. 13kg and max. 15 months-old
   Child Seat Duo Plus - KS530-99990
   Capacity: 9-18kg and from 9-months-old up to max. 4-5 years old.
   *Available for Tekna+ and Tekna

2. ILLUMINATED ENTRY GUARD
   Front - KE967-6P040
   Automatically detects door opening to offer a stylish lighting enhancement welcoming you onboard your new Juke.

3. MATS
   Velours mat - KE755-6P000
   Luxury mat - KE755-6P080
   Nissan branded mats are perfectly tailored to your vehicle to ensure safe, secure fitment with optimum comfort and protection. All our mats include floor clips to prevent mats moving and interfering with pedal operations.

4. SMARTPHONE HOLDER
   Smartphone holder MagicMOUNT (dash/window mount) - KB289-00005
   The Nissan smartphone holder range fits to any device, no matter the phone’s size.

5. DASHCAM*
   KB289-99900
   With full HD recording and dynamic range, this compact DashCam with in-built battery and GPS makes it easy to record every trip, from your daily commute to the roadtrip of your dreams. SD card included.
   * Not available to purchase in the UK
   Use only in accordance with applicable local laws.
3 TRUNK LINER
Trunk liner reversible - KE965-6P0S0
Made from high-quality materials, Nissan Genuine trunk liners fit flush to offer the best possible fit and optimal protection for your vehicle’s interior.

4 LUGGAGE BOARD
849B9-6P0A
Keep your cargo organised and safe from prying eyes with this luggage board specially designed for new Juke. Only available for Visia grade.

4 FLEXIBLE TRUNK ORGANIZER
KB930-00160
Stop smaller objects moving around in the trunk. Ideal for shoes, bottles and delicate items.

READY FOR REAL LIFE
Accessories designed for your dynamic lifestyle. The new LED lighting kit makes new Juke’s interior shine, while our trunk accessories organise your boot and keep it clean.

LIGHTING PACK
2000000008889
Room Lamp
KS262-55290
Rear Passenger
KS262-55010
Trunk
KS262-55220
Enhance the lighting inside the cabin to improve interior visibility.
**TESTED TO PERFORM**

Nissan personalisation packs are developed and tested by the Nissan Design team. We simulate extreme conditions from -40° to +80°, to ensure your new Juke will stay looking, performing and feeling its best, whatever the weather.

As well as Tekna+, Nissan also offers accessory personalisation packs for all other grades. You can fit personalisation packs to make your car truly your own.

**URBAN PACK ORANGE**

Front Bumper Finishers Fuji Sunset Red

Rear Bumper Finishers Fuji Sunset Red

**URBAN PACK BLACK**

Front Bumper Finishers Black

Rear Bumper Finishers Black

**URBAN PACK SILVER**

Front Bumper Finishers Silver

Rear Bumper Finishers Silver

SILVER PACK

FRONT LIP FINISHER + SIDE FINISHER
SILVER - KE600-6P0210S

FRONT + REAR BUMPER FINISHERS
FUJI SUNSET RED - KE600-6P009TO
BLACK - KE600-6P009BK
SILVER - KE600-6P009DS

**SILVER PACK**

Front Lip Finisher Silver

Side Finisher Silver
Service Plans
Our Nissan Service plans provide easy ownership and are priced competitively to save money.


Purchasing a service contract protects you from price inflation and provides upfront awareness of whole life ownership costs.

In addition we have competitive prices for most wear and tear items such as wiper blades, and brake pads and discs. Just ask your participating dealership for information.

Extended Warranty
A Nissan Extended Warranty gives you the opportunity to extend the standard 3-year or 60,000 miles warranty for a longer period of time or mileage. A range of contract lengths and mileages are available, allowing you to select the option which best suits your needs.

For more information, please contact your participating Nissan dealer.

*For more details on warranty, please head to https://www.nissan.co.uk/ownership/nissan-car-warranties.html

Juke Merchandise Line-Up

1. Juke Bodywarmer
2. Juke Keyring
3. Juke Multi-charging cable
4. Monbento® Bottle
5. Monbento® Lunch Box
6. Wacaco® - Minipresso NS Portable coffee machine

For the full Juke line-up presentation, please refer to your participating Nissan dealer.

For the full Juke line-up presentation, please refer to your participating Nissan dealer.

NISSAN
EXTENDED WARRANTY

A Nissan Extended Warranty gives you the opportunity to extend the standard 3-year or 60,000 miles warranty for a longer period of time or mileage. A range of contract lengths and mileages are available, allowing you to select the option which best suits your needs.

For more information, please contact your participating Nissan dealer.

*For more details on warranty, please head to https://www.nissan.co.uk/ownership/nissan-car-warranties.html
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